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Contrast memorably soils and rocks 
by M. Pantazidou 

Educational issue. The incident involves civil engineering students who have elected the 

hydraulics specialization. As part of their capstone design course in their 5th year of the integrated 

degree program of NTUA, they are asked to find the stable slope for a reservoir excavated in 

dolomite. In order to calculate a factor of safety for the dolomite slope, they use the “Fellenius” 

method (ordinary method of slices) and a circular failure surface.  

Educational diagnosis. Students have failed to integrate pieces of relevant information from the 

courses Geology for Engineers (1st semester), where they learn about rock discontinuities and Soil 

Mechanics I (4th semester), which starts with a brief introduction on the relationship between soil 

and rock. Slope stability is taught in Soil Mechanics II (5th semester), which deals exclusively with 

(ideal) soils. 

Proposed solution. Contrast purposefully soils and rocks, using the same pictures and text, in the 

following courses (taught by different instructors): Geology for Engineers, Soil Mechanics I and 

Engineering Geology (elective course in 7th semester). 

Proposed implementation. The proposed educational material is a single slide using material from 

John Atkinson’s (2014) Fundamentals of Ground Engineering (article 3.1 on page 20). It is 

proposed that instructors adopting the proposal translate the text and locate similar photographs 

from their country (this will create a nice database of photographs) – the more associations 

students make with educational materials the easier they can later recall its content. 

 

Differences between soils and rocks 
(from Atkinson, 2014, used with permission)  

Soils Rocks 

  

Grains are unbonded or only weakly bonded. 
When immersed in water grains disaggregate or 
the soil becomes very soft. 

Grains and crystals are very strongly bonded. 

Structural features such as fissures and bedding 
do not greatly influence strength and stiffness of 
the soil mass. 

Joints have a significant influence on the strength 
and stiffness of the rock mass. 

Slip surfaces do not exist before failure but are 
generated by the failure.  

Failures occur on joints and discontinuities that 
existed before the failure. 

https://www.issmge.org/committees/technical-committees/impact-on-society/geo-education
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Reference 
Atkinson, J. (2014). Fundamentals of Ground Engineering, CRC Press, Taylor and Francis Group, 

Boca Raton, FL. Article 3.1 (page 20) used with permission by the copyright owner. 

 

Complementary discussion threads 
The discussion within TC306 brought up a tension between simplifying reality and acknowledging 

real-life variation. This productive tension can be elaborated upon with the following three 

complementary discussion threads. 

 Should we give our students general rules/general tendencies, knowing that there will be 

exceptions?  

The instructor may elect to stress general rules in introductory courses and present the exceptions 

as “footnotes” in parentheses. (Then in specialization courses, the exceptions are revisited and 

elaborated upon.) For example: 

Structural features such as fissures and bedding do not greatly influence strength and stiffness of 

the soil mass. (However, failures in desiccated clays may be due to fissures and slickensides.) 

Slip surfaces do not exist before failure but are generated by the failure. (However, sometimes 

old failures can be re-activated in which case failures may occur on old slip surfaces.) 

 How much do we acknowledge in our teaching the soil – rock continuum?  

Although “soils” and “rocks” are very useful categories for differentiating between subsurface 

materials with distinctly different properties, it is also important to bear in mind that transition 

materials exist, which can behave as a rock in some aspects but as a soil in others. A rock that is 

weathered will transform progressively into a soil (residual soil) and in some places we can see a 

continuous gradation from rock to soil. It will be helpful if instructors from countries where 

residual soils are common produce educational material to populate the soil-rock continuum. 

 How do we describe consistently the materials between soil and rock? 

This will be the topic of a separate GEE post. 

TC306 member originating the post: Marina Pantazidou, mpanta@central.ntua.gr 
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